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Everything improvement

Testing is worthwhile. It is the only way to 
know how likely it is that production 
software will behave as expected. That 
information is needed by all concerned at 
all times, not just shortly before or even 
after the software is deployed.

Being a tester is worthwhile even if you 
are insufficiently valued and thanked. It 
makes the world a better place by 
helping people: those who use software, 
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those they serve in countless ways and 
those who pay for it, directly or indirectly. 
The last group, in particular, deserves 
and needs a lot more help than it has 
had so far.

Becoming a test improver, then, is 
worthwhile. All testers should aspire to it.
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For most of my career I have believed 
in DTAP (development, test, acceptance 
and production done in that order). In this 
article I will argue that pressures on that 
model are now too great and it is neces-
sary to move to testing in production 
(“TiP”). For many PT readers and its 
editor this is a nightmare become real, 
but it is time to put doomed, even if valid, 
arguments aside and be pragmatic.

Environmental dependency
Standalone systems are now rare. SOA 
enables powerful applications but makes 
them very hard to develop and even 
harder to test outside the production 
environment. Embedded software, ie 
that very closely integrated with specific 
hardware, firmware and/or connectivity, 
poses a similar challenge. Simulators can 
be used to support certain techniques 

such as state transition testing, but in most 
cases “end-to-end” testing, although 
certainly necessary, is not done creating 
dire risk. Testing must seek ways to put a 
stop to this.

Appification and device diversification
The proliferation of small, cheap app-
lications used to perform specific tasks 
has changed the expectations (and 
sometimes needs) of stakeholders and 
users, making them less willing (and 
sometimes less able) to wait for solutions 
via restricted channels. Application 
managers and IT departments still raising 
support tickets with vendors, locking down 
workstations, enforcing policies and 
privileges and so on are being bypassed 
and undermined by user groups taking 
initiatives themselves. Homebrew 
spreadsheets and databases which won't 
scale or are disabled by external events 
such as migration have always been a 
problem. New generations of cloud 
applications, bring-your-own-device 
working cultures and multiple configur-
ations (including location-dependent ones) 
will be far worse. Testing needs to address 
these problems and the only way to do 
that is to get involved where they arise: in 
production and operations.

Continuous integration and deployment
Rightly or wrongly, and opinion is mixed, 
development cycles continue to get 
shorter. Continuous integration makes 
development work very flexible, making 
it easier for it to serve the business better 
– if there are no severe defects. But CI 
makes the testing needed to assure that 
harder. It creates a stark choice: perform 
good, repeatable end-to-end tests against 
obsolete test items or weak atomized 
development tests against the latest 
test items (called by some “continuous 
testing”). Testing needs to create a third 
and preferable option: to be able to 
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More testing in production is inevitable, but 
that's not as bad as you think
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“ramped” deployment. What is needed to 
make it possible must be considered very 
carefully during all design activities.

Users cannot be expected to notice, let 
alone report, important incidents as effec-
tively as testers. So their work must be 
supported by informative error messages 
and automated reporting facilities presen-
ted via the user interface of the application 
under test and integrated monitoring (also 
needed for many TiP techniques not invol-
ving users) which works independently of 
the user.

I expect that more functionality will be 
added to applications specifically to 
support TiP: for example, to help and 
incentivize all end-users to report defects 
well. This might grow to work in similar 
ways to today's social media applications.

In pre-production testing it's often neces-
sary to use production data, then to be 
able to separate from it data created or 
modified by executed tests in order to 
observe test outcomes. That can be 
difficult but is usually possible by a 
combination of disciplined, well-managed 
test inputs and the use of comparators. 
Having done it, the changes (including 
any not observed) can usually be rever-
sed for further testing purposes simply 
by reverting to a “clean” copy of the 
production data. But imagine a situation 
where the possibly dirty version must be 
put back into production, replacing the 
production data never touched by testing! 
That is the situation TiP creates and when 
the “beta” techniques described above are 

execute end-to-end tests against the 
current production system.

TiP techniques
Several approaches have been suggested, 
some of which some are already in wide-
spread use having evolved for various 
other but often related reasons. Seth Eliot 
provides a very useful annotated list in 
his article in The Testing Planet 
(http://thetestingplanet.com/2011/11/the-
future-of-software-testing-part-one-testing-
in-production).

Many of them are variations of “beta” or 
“crowd” testing, involving groups of users 
performing nonsystematic tests, or ways 
of gathering results from that. This can 
detect defects that would otherwise be 
missed, when a user is in a localized 
situation that could not be simulated (or 
more likely would not be thought of) in 
“laboratory testing”. However there are 
obvious dangers in relying too much on 
users rather than testers. Other techniques 
include “destructive testing” (deliberately 
injecting infrastructure defects to show 
that the test items behave as expected 
with them present) and “synthetic testing” 
(generic "write once, use anywhere" tests 
executed in both development and, often 
using API-level monitoring to observe 
results, production).

Prerequisites for TiP
All empirical testing aims to assist risk 
management by detecting defects but TiP, 
like any kind of testing, cannot reduce risk 
by itself. Detecting a defect which then still 
causes a real user to experience failure is 
of no benefit. Preventing that requires two 
things. First, making, deploying and vali-
dating fixes must happen very quickly. 
Although I have cited CI, because it makes 
pre-production testing difficult, as a reason 
for doing TiP, the whole truth is that TiP 
requires CI.

Secondly it must be possible to deploy 
test items for use only by defined groups 
of users, while other users either continue 
to use other versions of those items or are 
not offered functionality that depends upon 
them: this can be called “phased” or 

used it is impossible to manage the test 
inputs. To avoid terrible danger of testing 
causing failure in production, the sepa-
ration needs to be done not by testers 
or DBAs after the event, but by the 
application under test at the time of 
test execution.

Therefore in non-trivial projects TiP 
typically requires advanced “design for 
test” work to be incorporated into 
development practices, code, data 
structures and even system architectures. 
That, I think, is the future of TiP. Other 
disciplines will be far more involved in 
testing and testers will have to help 
them. The authorization matrix will 
change therefore so will security and 
auditing policy. Everyone will need much 
better understanding of not only what to 
do but why it is done. The need for early, 
accurate, well-communicated test strategy, 
planning and design will be multiplied. 
Furthermore, although TiP moves some 
testing to post-production, it is highly 
dependent on the pre-production testing 
which remains and is ineffective and 
dangerous if that is not done well: it 
requires continuation and renewal of 
the diligent search for and application 
of techniques for analytical testing in 
parallel with development.

What we see now is the tip of an iceberg: 
until architecture and development them-
selves change radically, there is no alter-
native to TiP so it is set to grow and evolve 
in unexpected ways. I believe it will create 
much more, not less, need for 
professional testers 
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There is no change without loss. Change 
to a product necessarily creates work, cost 
and risk which is why good testing aims 
to help minimize change (and why many 
testers are opposed to iterative deve-
lopment lifecycles which accept as routine 
the use of incorrect requirements and 
designs to create work products which 
will never reach production or will be 
subject to substantial change before they 
do). In this article I suggest that change 
to test process (in other words, attempted 
test process improvement) has the same 
effects and discuss their mechanism and 
how they might be minimized.

Finding shortcomings is easy. Probably 
every test organization can demonstrate 
that its test estimation approach some-
times proves inaccurate, its test plans 

sometimes prove unrealistic, its 
test tools and test environment sometimes 
prevent reproduction of observed failures, 
its test strategy sometimes fails to align 
with business need, its stakeholders 
sometimes neither make nor understand 
necessary contributions to testing, or 
one (or more of many other) test activities 
achieves less than it (or they) could.

However showing that something is not 
perfect does not always mean it should 
be changed. Attempts to improve it can 
and do fail, run over budget and/or disrupt 
core functions, ie the testing itself. 
Methods of estimating the cost and 
potential benefit of an improvement 
initiative may themselves be flawed and 
require improvement: improvement which 
is very difficult to achieve because 
measuring the success or otherwise of 
the method is itself dependent on 
measurements of the success of the 
initiative, multiplying margins of error.

Tendency to move in ever-decreasing 
circles with increasing complexity is a 
feature of test process improvement 
however it is done, including by reference 
to the well-known models and metrics. 
However those provide at least some 
basis for organized, systematic 
approaches and ways to set baselines 
against which progress can be assessed 
through stepwise change. Without them, 
it's possible to fall into the trap of issue 
discovery triggering unplanned attempted 
improvement, so that things are perceived 
to wax and wane with what is currently 
interesting to management staff and its 
motivation to do anything about it. That 
is damaging to all concerned because 
fluctuation in test efficiency and 
effectiveness is noted by everyone 
concerned: managers, developers, 
often customers and, of course, testers.
This last fact brings us to what I believe, 
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Even more surprising though is that these 
considerations seem to play little part in 
the established TPI approaches. Googling 
“TPI change management” draws a blank. 
However ISTQB Certified Tester Expert 
Level Syllabus: Improving the Testing 
Process (see http://istqb.org/downloads/ 
inish/18/12.html) includes a short (8% of 
total teaching time) section on the subject 
(8. Managing Change).

One of the methods used in change 
management (but not mentioned in the 

from my experience both driving and being 
driven by TPI initiatives, is the greatest 
challenge to TPI planning, even when 
done systematically: its impact on people. 
Neglect that, concentrating too much on 
the method, and you won't be ready to 
manage it. Change too fast or too often 
and people will be unhappy and make 
mistakes: human nature means a certain 
degree of stability is required for good 
performance and job satisfaction. Change 
too slowly or too rarely and people will fail 
to perceive any improvement, feeling that 
important issues are being ignored, and 
lose faith in the initiative.

Only through love changes come
The old song is correct. TPI is very boring 
and demotivating without enthusiasm. 
Exciting people is essential: every 
individual (or at least enough individuals) 
must feel his or her personal work is 
affected positively by each step taken. 
Where the tangible effect on a particular 
group is slight, agents or champions are 
needed to maintain enthusiasm by helping 
those people to understand the benefit to 
others and in general, and that it will reach 
them in a more obvious, potent way in due 
course. For certain groups, it can be very 
useful to have external as well as internal 
champions, especially customer represen-
tatives, to provide visible evidence that and 
why the change is needed or desired by 
them. For certain types of change, the 
skills and guidance of an external 
sponsor/support provider are needed.

Some testers may be surprised to learn 
that change management is an establish-
ed theory, discipline and even industry in 
its own right. One definition is “an 
approach to transitioning individuals, 
teams, and organizations from a current 
state to a desired future state”. Google 
reveals a lot of information including a 
list of five key principles:

ISTQB syllabus) is force field analysis. A 
diagram such as that shown in figure 1 
helps planners, managers and agents to 
understand the big picture and decide 
which issues to address and how.

Avoiding new broom syndrome
Although at the beginning of this article I 
warned against the idea that it is always 
good, change, even for its own sake, does 
have benefits. Thinking about how our 
colleagues and we work is educational 
and motivating. Involvement in a well-
managed improvement programme can 
help to attract, develop and retain good 
testers. And of course there are dangers 
in stagnation too.
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different people react differently 
to change 

everyone has fundamental needs 
that must be met 

change involves loss, and people go 
through the "loss curve" 

expectations must be managed 
realistically 

fears must be dealt with.

Use tool
A for

incident
reporting

Use tool
B for

incident
reporting

Tool B is certified suitable
by our external regulator

  

The UAT team
has customized

tool A extensively

Tool B is from the vendor
of our ALM platform and certified
compatible by the vendor of
our IDE

  

Tool B is not easily
interoperable with the

test automation tool used
by the system test teams

Tool B has exciting new social-
networking-like management
visibility features

  

Our training department has
no experience or training

material on tool B

Tool B is used by our offshore
testing services provider so should
make collaboration easier

  

Tool B may be perceived by
some as a step towards

more test outsourcing

Tool A was introduced relatively
recently and that change caused

significant disruption

Intended direction
of changeDriving forces Restricting forces

Figure 1: force field diagram



Return on investment in change and 
compensation for the loss change causes 
can come only by achieving sustainable 
and ongoing improvement. The process as 
a whole must move forward rather than 
round in circles. That happens when 
previous initiatives are undone. For 
example, consider a test organization 
which adopts tool B to replace tool A. 
Some time later, a new test manager is 
appointed and begins to agitate for tool A 
which he or she prefers. Many of those 
who remember the previous change (A to 
B) are dismayed and tempted to question 
the competence of the new manager and 
those who made the appointment. Per-
haps some others, who argued against A 
to B, are pleased: they turn again against 
those who championed it. (The ratio of the 
numbers of people in these two groups 
might be a useful measure of the 
effectiveness of change management 
during A to B.)

A tool is a simple example, but similar 
events happen in relation to anything 
which is changed in an TPI effort: 
organization, lifecycle, techniques, 
methods etc. People who have joined 
since A to B must now undergo the impact 
of B to A in a working environment 
affected by these complex emotional 
forces, making the job of B to A agents 
harder and impacting the effectiveness 
of the process after that change. That in 
turn makes further change in the short 
term more likely and when it happens 
the cycle repeats.

Talking about “how we used to do things” 
can be seen as a useless or even negative 

activity, but it is not. It should be encou-
raged and indeed formalized. Everything 
that is done in TPI, and its results both 
measured and perceived, should be 
recorded in detail and taken into careful 
account before deciding on and planning 
further change. This history may show 
that a previous change was a mistake. 

More often it will show that more or even 
reverse change is necessary because of 
other developments since. In either case 
the detailed reasoning must be commu-
nicated clearly, especially to those 
involved in the previous change. Even 
more often, the history will point towards 
a new, better path forwards 

Test improvement
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As testing continues to become more 
professional and even more essential it 
is inevitable that testers and others will 
continue to look for and find ways to im-
prove it. But even the best thinkers tend 
to concentrate on activities that are easy 
to understand, for example test mana-
gement, approaches and automation. 
More opaque areas such as test environ-
ments and test data are neglected be-
cause their complicated, problematical 
natures make it more difficult to conceive 
and implement ways to improve them.

Acquiring or preparing test data typically 
consumes a great deal of project time. We 
accept that meekly because we know that 
consistent, production-like data is abso-
lutely needed and taking short cuts is a 
terrible idea. The potential reward of impro-
ving test data management (TDM) is, 

I suggest, greater than that of any other 
test support activity because it impacts 
directly the efficiency of the entire empi-
rical test effort. TDM can be complex: 
there are many things to keep in mind 
and take into account at all times. But 
improving it is possible, as has been 
proven by test organizations forced 
to do it in order to comply with data 
protection and similar regulations.

Organizing TDM
Defining formal processes for dealing 
with test data, as for other test assets, 
becomes worthwhile when it can be used 
repeatedly: throughout a project, at certain 
points in multiple projects, or by multiple 
roles and functions within the organization. 
Chain testing and conversion/migration 
projects are typically fruitful areas. 
Achieving reusability requires that the 
data is updated and adapted throughout 
all the lifecycles of all the software in the 
chain. Therefore there is no standard 
approach that will suit every software 
organization.

Just as in test management, what is the 
ideal situation depends upon context, 
especially the maturity of other deve-
lopment, testing and management 
processes. For most organizations a 
mixture of methods – everybody for 
themselves, copy from production, 
automated data mining, maintaining an 
“iron” data set etc – is needed. But just 
as in test process improvement, by moni-
toring every activity going on, it is possible 
to make small changes, detect their effects 
and feed that information back to further 
tune the changes so that the TDM 
process itself matures towards 
becoming self-optimizing.

Challenges to TDM
Whatever methods are used, setting them 
up initially is usually daunting. It requires 

by Edwin van Vliet
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Generate test data

Insert test data

Publish test data

Test using test data

Monitor test data

Reset/refresh test data

Remove test data
Iteration:

Deliberate
Undesired

even influence how that is done. One or 
more of four methods is usually available:

SQL commands
If the schema is available (and thought 
unlikely to change too much), this may be 
the most efficient method. Every referen-
tial integrity rule must be taken into ac-
count as the data is not validated at 
insertion time.

Via a user interface
This is often a good option because the 
data entered is validated then processed 
and stored exactly as it will be in produc-
tion even if the schema is not known. The 
output of data generation should be in a 
suitable form for easy, usually automated, 
entry, rather than as it will be stored in the 
tables. Otherwise, difficult reverse engin-
eering of the processing algorithms might 

detailed understanding of both data 
structure and business rules because 
what is needed to maintain referential 
integrity depends on a combination of 
both. The problem is multiplied when the 
data must be consistent with that of other 
systems in the chain, perhaps operated 
by third parties, and again when more 
than one version of the test items exist 
which require the test data to have 
different properties. In non-sequential 
development lifecycles great care must 
be taken that change to either, made for 
any reason, does not render the setup 
and therefore the test data unusable or, 
worse, usable but unrealistic.

After that, most of the complex problems 
that arise and must be solved are due to 
the fact that testing is destructive to test 
data: there is no way to prevent it being 
changed and those changes can easily 
prevent further testing or make tests 
unrepeatable. Simple reset to enable 
one set of tests to run will usually disrupt 
another set. More complex “refreshing”, 
ie resetting or otherwise modifying some 
aspects of the data but not others so that 
all test sets remain viable, is sometimes 
possible but requires difficult analysis. 
Finally, the problem of obtaining and 
using realistic data without breaching 
data protection and other regulations 
is well known.

Although I have encountered many and 
varied problems in TDM, some very tough, 
I have yet to find one I believe impossible 
to solve, or indeed whose only solutions 
are unfeasible for reasons of cost etc.

The test data lifecycle
Test data, like other test assets and test 
items, has its own lifecycle and the test 
data management process consists of 
phases which reflect it (see figure 1). The 
TDMP, like any test management process, 
contains both deliberate and undesired 
iteration.

Inserting test data
Although it does not receive as much 
attention as generation of test data, this 
can be surprisingly problematical and may 

be needed to know what to enter, and 
how, to achieve the desired table entries. 
On the other hand for certain testing it 
might not be necessary to know even 
those: the state of the data might be 
verified by reading it out via, again, the 
user interface or reporting functionality.

Obviously this method is slow. It is 
sometimes possible to increase efficiency 
by using it also to test the user interface 
and the components that process the 
entered data and/or export information 
derived from it.

Via communication protocols
For example: XML batches are sent to the 
appropriate component. This is typically 
faster than the user interface but validates 
the entries in a similar way (which again 
might be tested as part of the exercise). 
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However in many cases the necessary 
create, read, update and delete (CRUD) 
functionality is not available. For example 
a banking system that accepts financial 
transactions via XML or SWIFT will not 
usually be designed to allow the creation, 
modification or deletion of accounts by 
that method.

Purpose-designed API
Some applications and development 
environments have API features to allow 
data insertion. In an SAP application, for 
example, this is the only available method.

Publishing test data
This is done to inform testers about what 
data has been inserted, so that everyone 
knows what data they can use for their 
testing and, more importantly, to what 
data they should aim not to cause change 
because it is intended for other testing. 
“Reserving” data can be done at individual 
record level but is usually easier at a high-
er level, for example: “if component A2 

is not on your test path, do not allow 
your tests to modify data relating to 
any customer whose UserID begins 
with 'DOR' and whose UserStatus 
is Dormant”.

Monitoring test data
Logging change to underlying data, or 
comparing tables as they are before and 
after a test run, shows whether or not the 
desired reservation of data was achieved 
and, if it was, informs decisions on what 
to do with the modified data. It may show 
that data can be reset or refreshed for 
continued testing, or that it is necessary 
to remove data because testing has 
invoked functionality that makes it 

unusable, for example recording closure 
of an account in multiple tables in ways 
that are difficult to reverse. Removing 
data before testing is complete is of 
course dangerous, requiring careful 
analysis and suitable backout 
mechanisms.

The ideal is for monitoring to provide 
sufficient information that the current 
state of the data can be understood 
well enough to adapt future testing to be 
compatible with and make productive use 
of it. If that can be achieved, the data is 
republished to communicate the new 
state and any necessary changes to 
reservation rules 
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Test environment unavailability is a 
common problem. To find out how com-
mon, ROQ IT conducted a survey of 137 
UK corporate IT departments. The result, 
depicted in figure 1, is close to what we 
estimated before the survey based on 
our field experience. It indicates that in 
the average test effort the required en-
vironment is unavailable for over 20% of 
the time it is required for test execution.

Intuitively it seems this must have 
substantial impact on delivery schedules 
and/or quality. Comments made by survey 
respondents support that assertion. Losing 
test execution time has the same effects 
whatever the reason for it. At least one 

by Mark Megson

Environment agency

The causes of testing downtime are hard 
to fix but easier improvements can help

Mark Megson explains 
how to reduce test 
environment 
unavailability
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reset to previous states and multiple 
identical instances simultaneously. Com-
promises must be made, redundancy 
reduced and clever shortcuts tried. The 
consequences for test environment 
availability are the same as they would be 
in the production environment were it 
handled in this way.

Less excusably, the people responsible for 
delivering the test environment often do 
not know enough about it soon enough: 
adequate and accurate specifications, or 
the architectural designs and 
configurational expectations from which 
they might be derived, are not available. 
So release management fails to challenge 
a build which will fail testing for 
environmental reasons before it is 
released to testing.

The worst cases happen when 
chronological reality deviates from test 
planning. The test environment, or another 
test environment dependent on some of the 
same infrastructure and resources, is 
needed not when planned but later, at a 
time when that infrastructure or those 
resources are needed for other purposes. 
This terrible situation can be caused by 
incorrect estimation, but in practice is 
almost always due to detection of too many 
show-stopping defects in the test items 
which must be fixed, taking unplanned time.

So the culprits are familiar: poor product 
requirements and poor review of product 
requirements.

Preparing for improvement
Unfortunately this means that for most 
test organizations there is no quick or 
easy way to make the problem go away 
completely. I suggest setting a modest initial 
improvement target, for example 
to reduce test-environment-unavailability-
when-required-for-test-execution (“TEUX”?) 
by 25%. As with any improvement effort, 
accurate measurement is essential: one 
must start by putting a reliable recording 
mechanism in place. This might be done via 
TM, ALM or service desk tools, or manually 
but with sufficient checks and correlations to 
prevent misrecording. Either way, the 

and often more of the following must 
necessarily occur:

testing is truncated 
deadlines are missed 
additional resources are consumed 
exit criteria, especially coverage, 
are not met.

Interestingly, the survey findings do not 
demonstrate significant variation in impact 
with the type of development lifecycle in 
use. In sequential lifecycles with large 
code drops, planned execution times are 
longer but occur less frequently. In 
iterative/incremental lifecycles smaller 
amounts of time are lost, but that happens 
with every build or integration. Here, the 
control action that can be taken is more 
restricted: it is usually not acceptable to 
extend test execution time because that 
would require asking developers to delay 
the next release, and it is harder to deploy 
more resources because testers' 
effectiveness is so dependent on what 
they have learned previously working in a 
small, close team. Thus in sequential 
lifecycles either schedules or quality 
assurance will suffer and management 
has some degree of choice between them. 
In iterative/incremental lifecycles it is usual 
to sacrifice quality assurance (that is, 
accept greater risk of product failure).

Why is the problem so bad?
The most excusable cause is simple 
technical downtime. Test environments 
are often large and complex. The infra-
structure and effort needed to build, main-
tain and operate them is comparable to, 
and sometimes approaches, that of the 
production environment to which the test 
items are to be deployed: few test org-
anizations have adequate budget for that, 
particularly when the test environment 
must do things the production environment 
cannot, for example provide on-demand 

mechanism must then be run for long 
enough to derive a statistically valid 
starting figure. If that figure is significantly 
higher than average (20% according to 
our survey) you might want to be more 
ambitious.

If TEUX does not already figure in the test 
plans, it should. State and use the target 
figure as an assumption and register the 
current figure as a project risk. In other 
words, communicate to all concerned that 
the project timeline is dependent on 
limiting TEUX to a specified amount and 
if that is not achieved things will slip to 
the right. In long projects this might be 
too simple, because when TEUX occurs 
becomes significant. In that case state 
the improved figure per test execution 
cycle rather than overall. It's important 
to be clear that TEUX is a proportion of 
actual, not planned, execution time: if 
execution slots move for other reasons 
and are then delayed by unavailability, 
that still counts as TEUX.

A more cautious (so perhaps less 
effective) approach would be to plan with 
the current figure, consider the risk to be 
that it will be exceeded, and demonstrate 
the potential benefits of achieving the 
target TEUX (a better-than-planned 
timeline) separately.

Timely detection of test 
environment defects
Every tester knows that the worst time 
to detect a defect is during test execution, 
when it is hard to reproduce and isolate 
and expensive to fix, and fixing it causes 
maximum delay, disruption, new risk and 
repeated testing. If the observed failure 
is caused by the test environment rather 
than the test items all these issues can 
be even worse.

Many books and courses state the 
platitude that test environments must be 
tested but give little information on how 
to do that effectively. Simple tests to show 
that it is at least functioning, eg that the 
test items can be launched and necessary 
connections are present (called by some 
“smoke tests” or “sanity tests”) are a 
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necessary IT activity but of little value in 
reducing environmental failure: in fact they 
can make matters worse by giving false 
confidence that test execution can begin 
only for it to be halted when more complex 
functions are exercised, causing iteration.

Another testing (and debugging) axiom is 
“change only one thing at a time”. In other 
words, rather than testing the combination 
of changed tests, test items and test 
environment for superficial stability, test 
the changed environment for regression 
by executing old tests against old test 
items and showing that the expected 
outcomes are still observed (the results 
may not be exactly the same, for valid 
technical reasons: what is important is that 
tests that passed before still pass). 
Obviously this takes some effort but a 
functional regression approach can reduce 
it: group the tests into suites by relation to 
the test environment components and 
execute those thought most likely to be 
impacted by the latest configuration 
changes. When those are shown to pass, 
new test execution can begin. If 
infrastructure and resources permit, the 
rest of the regression tests might be run at 
the same time as it proceeds. Failures 
detected in the regression testing will help 
to reproduce and isolate any detected in 
the new testing. When both are complete, 
the regression testing helps to assure the 
new testing by showing that the new test 
items do not contain defects missed 
because of corresponding or masking 
defects in the new test environment.

TEaaS for ease
Building test environments using cloud 
provisioning continues to excite testers: its 
many current and even more potential 
benefits are discussed frequently in PT. 
Whether and to what extent a particular 
test organization or project can use it 
depends on many factors, but for those 
looking to reduce TEUX it may be worth 
doing so even if it requires substantial 
other change.

Elastic, pay-per-use infrastructure is very 
suited to test execution environments 
because it is cost efficient, especially 
when timelines shift. Not having to pay for 
computers to stand idle saves budget that 
can be used to rent more computers when 

they are needed, reducing the need for 
compromise and risk. Also, some of the 
technical burden faced by those res-
ponsible for test environments becomes 
easier with cloud: for example there are 
no physical drives to restore, no heavy 
lifting over LANs and SANs and no need 
for backup. Reset is a simple matter of 
creating a new instance and scaling of 
duplicating it.

Most importantly, converting some of 
the technical burden discussed above 
into services means it can be governed 
by service level agreements, as pro-
duction environments are. Sharing risk 
and responsibility in this way is a powerful 
way to improve performance 

Mark Megson is a director of testing services provider ROQ IT (http://roqit.co.uk) and 
was previously vice president, business development Europe for AppLabs
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Risk management is the backbone of 
sequential development models but how 
does it fit in agile environments? How can 
we be sure to identify new risks when they 
emerge and to ensure our understanding 
of all risks remains accurate?

In agile of course the emphasis must be 
on team discussion. That's fine for working 
on development issues where mistakes 
can be discussed again and fixed. But risk 
is not by its nature iterative: it is absolute 
and exists all the time and making 
mistakes in dealing with it is not 
acceptable.

Hence the discussion and consensus 
approach needs to be formalized by the 
use of a systematic method and process. 
That's where PRISMA comes in.

Reducing the risk of 
incorrect risk reduction
The acronym stands for “product risk 
management”. The approach has been 
developed and proven over many years to 
support correct identification and accurate 
analysis of business and technical risks, 
with the emphasis on those of the highest 
risk level. PRISMA's risk analysis uses the 
familiar four-quadrant risk matrix concept 
and focuses on ensuring that all identified 
risks are shown in the correct quadrant. 
It is considered a “lightweight” approach, 
meaning “straightforward”: its consumption 
of time and resources is low and it pro-
duces actionable results, ie a differentiated 
risk-based approach to testing rather than 
more and more detailed and unanswer-
able questions. That makes it ideal for 
frequent use by those with direct respon-
sibility for product quality, eg agile teams.

The spectrum of speculation
Risk assessment is carried out in a 
dedicated meeting held between sprints. 
Where cycle times are short, this may be 
done once per set number of sprints, 
and/or when the team feels it desirable, 
a feeling usually triggered by significant 
change to the product or availability of 
new information. It begins with a brain-
storming session whose inputs are the 
user stories, the sprint backlog and input 
from stakeholders outside the team 
if needed.

The identified risks are scored by applying 
the essentials of Planning Poker, a con-
sensus-based estimation technique often 
used in agile projects. Rather than the 
many numbered (sometimes in the 
Fibonacci sequence) and other cards 
typically used for estimating, PRISMA 
uses only five types of card, with colours 
(eg dark green, light green, yellow, orange 
and red) and/or sequential integers (eg 1 
to 5) to represent degree. This simpler 

by Erik van Veenendaal

On the cards
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each of the quadrants, this matrix is the 
sprint test plan 

variation helps to avoid too-detailed dis-
cussion. That is inappropriate in product 
risk assessment, which must speculate 
about future events rather than analysing 
known facts.

The moderator explains briefly an 
identified risk and each participant is 
allowed a short time to contemplate it 
before selecting a card of the colour that 
represents his or her estimate of the 
severity of its impact should it become 
reality. Independent, individual thinking 
is sought: peer influence is avoided by 
not revealing the cards selected until all 
participants have made their choice. At 
that point, if the range of colours is narrow 
(as defined beforehand, eg “no more than 
3 adjacent colours”), the moderator takes 
the median (for example, if there are 2 
light green cards and 4 yellow cards, 
the impact is recorded as yellow).

If the variation is too wide, the 
participant(s) who have estimated lowest 
and highest explain their reasoning briefly 
and, when they have all been heard, all 
participants are given the opportunity to 
modify their choice. If variation still re-
mains too wide, the product owner has 
a “casting vote”: he or she chooses a 
value somewhere in the range.

The procedure is now repeated, but 
considering likelihood rather than impact. 
In this case, the lead developer has the 
casting vote if needed. The meeting 
then moves on to the next product risk 
to be assessed.

It is important to keep the meeting moving 
fast: when a person is asked to give an 
explanation a timer may be used to limit it. 
The tendency of some people to be always 
cautious, or the opposite, may be cons-
trained by giving each participant a fixed 
number of cards of each type and collec-
ting them so that each card is used only 
once in the meeting.

After the meeting the assessed risks are 
plotted on the product risk matrix (see 
figure 1). Viewed in conjunction with the 
test approach and “definition of done” for 
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Figure 1: PRISMA product risk matrix
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Erik van Veenendaal (http://erikvanveenendaal.nl) is a testing consultant, trainer and 
prolific published author, founder of Improve Quality Services BV (http://improveqs.nl), 
lead developer of TMMi and vice chair of the TMMi Foundation. He received the 
European Testing Excellence Award in 2007. His latest book Practical Risk-Based 
Testing: The PRISMA Approach (UTN Publishers, ISBN 9789490986070) is available 
direct from http://www.utn.nl or from booksellers

“Planning Poker” is a registered trademark of Mountain Goat Software LLC



My company QASymphony has been 

working for some time on a new test estima-

tion technique designed to give an accurate 

figure for the effort that will be expended in 

the next test execution cycle. We currently 

call it qEstimation.

What unit should be used for that figure? In 

agile development person-minutes is usually 

best. In large sequential lifecycle projects the 

number of digits becomes unwieldy: person-

hours or even person-days is more convenient. 

The technique works in exactly the same way 

in either or any lifecycle.

We intend that the technique be simple to 

apply. Even more importantly, we want how 

it works to be easily understandable to non-

testers. Our motivation is to enable testers to 

make those responsible for allocating them 

understand why specified time and number 

of people are needed to deliver adequate 

testing. In this article I will attempt to explain 

how the technique works.

 

First cut is the deepest

Like most if not all TE techniques qEstimation 

generates a first cut estimate then refines it 

based on newly available information. The 

accuracy of the first cut is important. If it is 

wrong by too much it will increase the time 

before the current estimate becomes accurate. 

Refining it in the light of the actual effort ex-

pended in the first cycle will inevitably result 

in an estimate halfway between them and the 

likelihood of that being anywhere near right is 

small. The current estimate may bounce for 

several risky and expensive cycles before it 

becomes accurate. If, on the other hand, 

these two figures are closer together, the 

truth will be zeroed in upon faster.

In qEstimation the first cut estimate is 

computed from the “testing size” which is 

in turn computed from four intrinsic, easily 

quantifiable/identifiable properties of a test: 

checkpoints (the number of times it requires 

actual and expected outcomes to be 

compared), precondition (the difficulty of 

reaching execution preconditions for the test: 

one of four defined levels), data (difficulty of 

preparing the test data needed: ditto) and 

type (one of ten defined).

Veracity is a function of velocity

Testing size of a test is expressed as its 

intrinsic number of test case points. A test 

case point is the testing size of the simplest 

of all test cases and is described in Test Case 

Point Analysis (N. Patel et al, 2001: white 

paper, Cognizant Technology Solutions). 

However the meaning of a TCP is not 

important to qEstimation. Its accuracy as a 

large integer proportional to the testing effort 

required is, because the number of TCPs 

covered in actual testing can be counted. It is 

the sum of the TCPs of the completed tests.

Thus when the first cycle is completed, or even 

before, the test velocity so far can be calcu-

lated: it is the number of TCPs covered divided 

by the person-hours expended. So we have 

another simple formula to estimate the effort 

required for the next cycle: sum of the TCPs 

of the planned tests divided by current 

test velocity.

Prove it yourself

The algorithm I have described is implemented 

fully as an Excel workbook you can get free at 

http://qasymphony.com/white-papers.html. If 

you are a tester working in an agile or other-

wise sequential lifecycle you can enter the 

simple data it requires about your next test 

cycle (sprint, iteration, increment etc) quickly. 

If you are in a sequential lifecycle it will take 

longer but I still hope you will give it a try: 

perhaps you can find a way to apply it to, 

and measure the effort required for, just 

some of the tests. Please let me know 

whether it proves accurate 

by Vu Lam
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A new test estimation 
technique you can 
test yourself
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The financial services industry has 
arrived at a crossroads. Although 
traditionally conservative, FS organi-
zations worldwide will now be forced to 
change fast. Despite the economic 
situation they must deal with new and 
growing issues that are becoming both 
broader and more complex at an 
accelerating rate. We think that lower 
budgets and highly scrutinized purchasing 
are creating, not diminishing, opportunities 
for testing: indeed, that FS organizations 
will have to work much more closely with 
QA in order to meet vital challenges in 
technological innovation, security 
and compliance.

The latest Financial Services World 
Quality Report (FS WQR 2012) published 
by Capgemini in conjunction with Sogeti 
and HP shows clearly that companies 
need to make and are making intelligent, 
quality-aware business decisions. For 
example, 57% of banks and 53% of capital 
market organizations state in it that cost 
optimization by the use of innovative 
technology is now a top priority for them. 
“Doing more with less” is now more than 
a cliché and has become a major, perhaps 
the main, strategic goal of the FS industry.

Although it is still perceived wrongly by 
some, the function of testing is to add 
value. FS WQR 2012 shows that the 
key to driving a growing business is to 
develop, maintain and implement stra-
tegies featuring tight, effective relation-
ships between FS professionals and IT 
functions. There is only one way to achieve 
that. Professional Tester readers know 
what it is and so, increasingly, do top-level 
business decision makers. But even the 
most enlightened ones can't be expected, 
in that context, to simply “trust” testers to 
make it happen as they have in the past. 
Testing is subject to the same scrutiny 
and itself expected to become more 
efficient. We will now consider what 
further FS WQR 2012 findings show to 
be the important initiatives being, and 
about to be, taken by test organizations 
to make that happen.

Testing centre of excellence
The concept and its promises have been 
around a long time with little actual imple-
mentation, but we think its time has come 
at last. Less than 1% of firms surveyed 
have a functioning TCoE now but 55% 
have started work on creating one or have 
plans to do so in the next two years (see 
figure 1). Testers must redouble efforts 
to assess the maturity and competitive 
positioning of processes or risk having 
less-than-excellent practices forced upon 
them. Identifying really usable parameters 
for reduction of cost and increase of 
effectiveness, improving frameworks and, 
especially, understanding and evaluating 
specialized testing infrastructure are 
all vital.

Outsourcing and strategic partnerships
Again there is considerable long-running 
disagreement among testers about these 
ideas but tightening budgets tend to make 
them more attractive. Takeup by larger 
organizations is increasing and there is 

by Govind Muthukrishnan and Brian Shea
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expanding and becoming more onerous 
fast, with difficulty compounded by the fact 
that the testing done to assure security 
must itself be secure, protecting 
commercially valuable and/or sensitive 
information as well as personal data and 
privacy. This gives rise to complex 
constraints impacting each of the 
initiatives described above and more. 
The correct path must be found.

Much to gain but everything to lose
Testing cannot influence directly the 
external conditions for profit and growth 
but it is indispensable in putting and 
keeping industry in position to benefit 
from their presence and, more importantly, 
survive their absence. Despite business 
challenges, FS organizations must 
continue to innovate and therefore to 

still considerable room for growth, 
especially in smaller ones: 72% of firms 
surveyed are now contracting testers or 
outsourcing testing (figure 2) and of the 
28% that are not, 71% have fewer than 
500 employees.

Testers working for both buyers and 
providers must play vital roles in ensuring 
delivered applications meet customer 
needs, upholding security standards, 
maintaining compliance and modernizing 
test environments. This need is driving a 
widening of the range of testing disciplines 
being outsourced: it now includes, 
substantially, requirements definition, 
testing strategy and security testing 
(figure 3).

Test environment as a service
Professional Tester has been excited 
about TEaaS for some time and the short-
term intentions of FS organizations show 
that enthusiasm is justified (figure 4). 
Again the need to make cost savings in 
testing is an early driver, but the wider 
need to innovate will take the lead: as the 
sector grows, TEaaS offerings will become 
the best or in some cases only technical 
solutions available. Both drivers will lead 
decision makers to accept more risk, 
especially but not only in security, per-
formance and availability, and respon-
sibility for addressing it will fall to testers.

Security and testing
In the majority of FS organizations primary 
responsibility for IT-related security is held 
by QA (figure 5). That responsibility is 
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invest in testing, including appropriate 
infrastructure. We're certain they will. 
The most successful test organizations 
will continue to be those who can bring 
and deliver well-rounded, multi-faceted 
strategies 

Govind Muthukrishnan and Brian Shea are both part of Capgemini Group's global 
testing service. Govind leads the Group's financial services testing practice and Brian is 
CEO of Sogeti UK. The Financial Services World Quality Report 2012 is available free 
at http://capgemini.com/fswqr12
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A TEST AUTOMATION SOLUTION 
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

The simplicity of Axe is demonstrated 
in implementation, training, managing 
change and providing a robust, easy to 
manage technical solution for testers 
and business users contributions.

Its cost-effective proven usage across 
industry sectors creates significant 
ROI and productivity savings, making 
it a compelling logical choice when 
selecting and running test automation 
projects.

WWW.ODINTECH.COM

AXE KEY DELIVERABLES:

•	 Generation of  test documentation and automation scripts, re-using test 
team knowledge

•	 Migration between automation tools is future proofed, allowing assets 
to be re-used across different test execution tools

•	 Testers and business users manage and control the technology - 
delivering real financial return, more productivity and less dependency 
on complex products or proprietary technical expertise

AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING SUCCESS RATES:

15% Success

11% Tool Incompatibility

17% Insufficient Budget

20% Lack of Experience

37% Lack of Time

Source Data: IDT

AXE KEY DELIVERABLES:

“Sixty-two man years of testing was completed in �fteen weeks by six 
testers” - Mark Nelson, Government Gateway Test Manager

SOLUTION DOWNLOAD:

 

www.odintech.com/downloads/ROI_WP1.pdf

To download a FREE copy of the “A Test 
Automation Solution that Actually Delivers” 
white paper simply scan the smartcode to the 
right:

http://professionaltester.com//link/clicks.asp?type=WebHomePage&adid=3&link=pt15-odinwp
http://professionaltester.com//link/clicks.asp?type=WebHomePage&adid=3&link=pt15-odinwp
http://professionaltester.com//link/clicks.asp?type=WebHomePage&adid=3&link=pt15-odinmain
http://professionaltester.com//link/clicks.asp?type=WebHomePage&adid=3&link=pt15-testplant
http://professionaltester.com//link/clicks.asp?type=WebHomePage&adid=3&link=pt15-adminitrack
http://professionaltester.com//link/clicks.asp?type=WebHomePage&adid=3&link=pt15-adminitrack


Agile is going places – are you?
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